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CASS LUXURY SHAPEWEAR’S  ABILITY TO FIRM SKIN AND REDUCE AGE-

SPOTS IMPRESSES RACHAEL RAY’s “HUMAN LAB” PRODUCT TESTERS 

Three Rachael Ray viewers recently tested out cutting-edge clothing that promised to change their bodies 

in Rachael’s “Human Lab”. CASS Luxury Shapewear’s WEAR REPAIR anti-aging, copper infused 

fabric top was among the garments that lived up to its claims – to improve skin’s elasticity and reduce 

age-spots. 

Human Lab participant, Doreen, wore  slimming WEAR REPAIR ¾ sleeves tops for several weeks then 

presented glowing feedback live on the Show. “I love it [the shirt], I wear it everywhere. I’ve really 

noticed some serious changes… the sun spots faded – they’re gone. I’m very impressed!” (show aired 

1/10/08). 

Webs Medical Correspondent, Dr. Holly Phillips affirmed that the copper fabric can “absolutely” work.  

Dr. Phillips continued, “Copper peptides have been used since ancient Egypt for their beautifying 

qualities. Basically copper helps our skin to rejuvenate… getting rid of age-spots and wrinkles – so it 

works!” 

“The results are unanimous! All three of our testers say the products are helping them to improve their 

skin... This is the most successful human lab we've ever had!" Rachael raves. 

CASS’ Anti-Aging Shapewear line, WEAR REPAIR, is made from Cupron™ fabric which contains 66% 

copper.  In clinical trials, copper-enhanced fibers have been proven to decrease fine lines, wrinkles and 

hyperpigmentation (age spots), improving the appearance of skin’s elasticity, tone and texture.   

CASS incorporates the copper enhanced fabric into its WEAR REPAIR line as slimming and smoothing 

tops and bottoms that lift and shape the body, improving overall appearance for the figure. Copper 

enhanced fibers also protect outer clothing from stains and odor and are safe and effective for the life of 

the garment.  CASS President, Susan Ledyard, suggests “wear often for best results.”  

Founded in 2004 by designer Susan Ledyard, CASS is currently sold in 1500 upscale boutiques,        

Lane Crawford, Bloomingdales, Bliss World catalog and online via www.cassandco.com.  For more 

information visit the website, email sales@cassandco.com, or call 302-652-6303. 
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